
Bollinger (Malamute x Husky, 10 years old) ‘Bolly’, Lincolnshire in January 2018,
had a cancerous lump removed and was poorly weeks after cancer surgery. His
weight of 43kg dropped to 36kg. The wound was not healing. 

Owner Alison commented on starting IminoHoney: ‘The honey seems to be doing
something positive. The wound is healing and the hair is growing back. Bolly is
bouncing around and not stiffening up in the evenings as much as he was. We
have also been having issues with him having an upset tummy and this has not
happened since  he has  been having  the  honey  every  morning.  He  generally
seems a much happier dog’. 

In August: ‘Bolly is doing really well.  IminoHoney also helped out my cat after
getting an infected cat bite. I think that it’s brilliant and Bolly has it 3 times a week
with his breakfast’. 

Bolly given all clear at 6 month checkup. 1st October, ‘I now swear by this honey.
If any of the animals are under the weather they get some’.

********************************

Vet in Essex, April - ‘I have 4 dogs on IminoHoney at the moment. All older dogs,
all with tumours. All have noticed an improvement in general wellbeing. One dog,
very much so,  doing things it  hadn’t  done for  a couple  of  years like  chasing
squirrels! All tumours have also not grown further. I am making notes on all so
can share case outcomes with you.’ 

June – ‘The 3 dogs I’m using it in are all alive and doing well and the owners are
very pleased. 2 of the dogs are particularly well and in 1 dog an Irish Setter, the
owners say that they definitely notice a difference on the day she is given the
honey.  She has more energy and is  generally  brighter’.  3 further  dogs  case
notes sent July – 3 treated and two responding. 

********************************

Rocky, small dog aged  13 years and weight  9kg  had multiple health problems
including poor circulation and herniated cervical disks which prevented him being
able to stand.  Not an obvious cancer  case but  owner believed also had lung
cancer  and  inflammation  of  spine  improved  by  IminoHoney  –  incl.  breathing
problems. 

He  had  neck  surgery  in  September  2016  and  in  January  2017  started
IminoHoney.  In  June  he  started  to  stand  again  and  by  September  he  was
walking, eating, etc full of character mainly in the morning and the IminoHoney
was  stopped.  The  main  effect  of  stopping  the  honey  was  that  he  had  less
strength in his legs and back, he still walks but got tired quickly and tended to fall
down.


